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The Two
Types
of OWI
- Drugs.
The
TwoGeneral
General
Types
of OWI
- Drugs.
In addition to alcohol intoxication, the Michigan crime of "OWI"
“OWI”can
canalso
also be
be
proven based
on the
the presence
presenceof
ofaadrug
drugin
in your
your system,
system, or
or aa combination
combination of drugs and
based on

time you were
were operating
operating aamotor
motorvehicle.
vehicle. If
alcohol at the time
If the
the drug
drug in
in question
question is a
prescribed or over-the-counter drug, then the prosecutor must
must show
show that
that this
this drug or

combination of
your ability
ability to
of this
this drug
drug and
and alcohol
alcohol caused
caused your
to operate
operate the motor vehicle to
be “substantially
"substantially lessened."
lessened.”

On the other hand, if the drug
drug in
in question
question isis aa controlled
controlledsubstance,
substance, then the
driving offense
acronym for the drunk driving
offense is OUID,
OUID,which
whichstands
stands for
for operating
operating under
under the

influence of drugs. This
This crime
crime isis "zero
“zerotolerance,"
tolerance,” meaning
meaning ifif the
the drug
drug is
is present
present in your
system while
while you are
are driving,
driving, then you are
of if the drug impacted your
system
are guilty regardless
regardless of

ability to
drugs are
areset
setforth
forthinin“Schedule
"Schedule3"3"ofofthe
theMichigan
ability
to drive.
drive. The
Thezero
zero tolerance
tolerance drugs
Michigan

statutes.
Defending
Driving
Case:
Defendingthe
theDrugged
Drugged
Driving
Case:
In Michigan
of OWI
OWI where the
Michiganwe
weare
are beginning
beginningtotosee
see more
more and
and more cases
cases of
casesare
arebased
basedon
onthe
theallegation
allegationthat
thatthe
theconsumption
consumptionof
ofdrugs
drugsimpaired
impaired the
the driver’s
driver's
cases

ability to
involving allegations of drunk driving, drugged driving
ability
to operate.
operate. Like
Likecases
cases involving
casesrequire
requirehighly
highly specialized
specializedknowledge.
knowledge. What follows
follows is
cases
is an
an overview
overview of
of how
how these
these
cases are
arebeing
being prosecuted
prosecutedthroughout
throughout the country.
cases
1.

I.

New Drug
Drug Recognition
Recognition Expert
Expert (DRE)
The New

A.

A
A drug
drug recognition
recognition expert
expert is
is a police officer
officer who
whoindicates
indicates that
that they
they are
are

able to recognize whether someone
someone is
is on
on drugs,
drugs, what
what kind
kind of drug
drug they
they are
are on, and

whether their ability
abilityto
todrive
drivehas
has been
been impaired by
by this
this drug.
drug.
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the claim
claim of the DRE officer
officer is
The theory of the DRE program, and the
is that
that they
they are
are
someoneisisunder
underthe
theinfluence
infuence of drugs through a visual
able to determine whether someone

Typically, aa DRE
officer to
evaluation. Typically,
DREisiscalled
called in
intotoassist
assist an
an arresting officer
to further
further evaluate
evaluate a
suspect arrested
arrestedfor
for drunk
drunk driving
driving but
(See for
for example, the
suspect
butwho
whohas
haspassed
passed aa breath test. (See

attached police
police report).
attached

According
According to
to law
lawenforcement,
enforcement, the
the DRE's
DRE's testimony
testimony may
may provide
provide better
better evidence
evidence
for the prosecution than toxicology
toxicology reports.
reports. The
The argument
argument is
is that
that blood
blood tests
tests may not
measure
thequantity
quantity of
of drugs
drugs taken
taken and,
and, even
evenifif they
they do,
do, may
may not
not show
show aa level
level high
high
measure the

enough
Urine tests
tests do not accurately pinpoint
when the
the drugs were
enough to
to prove impairment. Urine
pinpoint when
and may
may not
not show the quantity. Therefore
ingested and
Therefore blood
blood and
and urine
urine tests
tests alone may not be

sufficient to
sufficient
to prove
prove the
the person
person was affected by drugs when they were

driving.
B.

How a Drug Recognition
Recognition Expert’s
Expert's is selected
selectedand
and“qualified”.
"qualifed".
DREs are
are usually
usually experienced
experiencedofficers
officers with
with a proven
proven expertise
expertise in
in DWI
DWI detection

and standardized
standardizedfield
field sobriety
sobriety testing.
testing. A
A DRE candidate
candidate is
is typically
typically nominated by a
and

superior/commandingofficer.
offcer. Depending
superior/commanding
Depending on
on the
the individual
individual department's
department’s policy, a
candidate may
may be
be asked
askedto
tosubmit
submitaawritten
written application
application or to appear
appear for
for an
an oral
oral interview.
interview.
candidate

Successful candidates
candidateswill
will have
haveaademonstrated
demonstratedproficiency
profciency in
in criminal
criminal investigations and
Successful

court room testimony.
testimony.
DRE, the officer
officer must
In order to become aa DRE,
must attend
attend a two day DRE
DRE Pre
Pre school, and
then attend an
an intense
intense seven-day
seven-dayDRE
DREschool.
school.The
Theofficer
officer then must complete twelve

evaluations where he/she successfully determines three of the seven recognized drug
officer must
final exam.
categories. Then the officer
must pass
pass a final
exam.
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The DRE program
program has
has evolved the drug identification
identificationinto
intoaathree-step
three-stepprocess.
process.
first step
The first
step is to establish that the impairment is due to something other than alcohol.

Second, to
to determine
determineifif impairment is due to aa medical
medical reason
reasonor
orinjury.
injury. Third,
Third, to
Second,
impairment.
determine what category, or categories, of drugs is causing the impairment.

According to
to Tom
Tom Page,
Page, aa retired
According
retired Los
Los Angeles
AngelesDRE,
DRE, in
in 1986,
1986,in
in recognition
recognition of
of
the need
need to
to develop
develop aa formal
formal curriculum,
curriculum, eighteen
LAPD DREs
eighteen senior LAPD
DREswere
were selected
selected to

and present
presentthe
theDRE
DREcurriculum.1
curriculum. I A DRE school was
was conducted
conductedin
inMay
May of
of
develop and
1986 in
in Los
Los Angeles
Angeles utilizing
utilizing this initial
1986
initialcadre
cadre of
of instructors.
instructors. NHTSA
NHTSAand
andother
otheragencies
agencies
curriculum, and
monitored this school, with
with the
the goals
goals of standardizing the curriculum,
and developing a

comprehensive curricula package for administrators,
administrators, instructors,
instructors, and
and students.2
students.2 In 1987,
NHTSA
lesson plans.
plans. NHTSA
NHTSAcompleted
completedthe
the development
development of
of these
these lesson
NHTSAalso
also conducted
conducted an
curriculum.
instructor development school in
in Los
Los Angeles
Angeles to
to prepare
prepare DREs to present the curriculum.
A
A successful
successful DRE
DRE school
school was then held in Los
Los Angeles
Angeles using
using this
this new
new standardized
standardized

curriculum.
clear to
to U.S. law enforcement and
and traffic
traffic safety
In the late 1980s, it was becoming clear

officials that
poised for
for tremendous
tremendousgrowth.
growth. Undoubtedly, for
officials
that the
the DRE
DRE Program
Program was poised
for the
DRE
DRE Program
Program to
to expand,
expand, itit needed
needed administrative support and oversight on a national

following Los
11The
The following
Los Angeles
Angeles Police
Police Department
Department officers
officers were
were responsible
responsible for the

development and
andpresentation
presentationofofthe
theDRE
DREcurriculum:
curriculum: Patricia (Russell) Berry,
development
James
Brown,
Milt
Dodge,
Ian
Hall,
Arthur
James
Milt Dodge, Ian Hall, ArthurHaversat,
Haversat, Clark
Clark John,
John, Baron
Moen, Michael
MichaelMurray,
Murray,Thomas
ThomasPage,
Page, Craig
CraigPeters,
Peters,
Laetzsch, Gary Lynch, Ron Moen,
Jerry Powell, Scott
Richard Studdard,
Studdard, Larry
Larry Voelker, Michael
Scott Sherman,
Sherman, Richard
Widder, and Nicholas Zingo.

John"Jack"
"Jack"Oates,
Oates,William
William Nash,
Nash,and
andBill
Bill Tower
Tower (on
(on loan
loan to
to NHTSA
NHTSA from
22 John
from the
Maryland
NHTSA at
Maryland State
State Police),
Police), represented
represented NHTSA
at this
this course.
course.
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level. The
The International
International Association
Association of
of Chiefs
Chiefs of
of Police
Police (IACP)
(IACP)had
had for
foryears
years maintained

an ongoing
ongoing relationship
relationshipwith
with NHTSA.
NHTSA. The
an
The IACP
IACPsupported
supported NHTSA
NHTSA training
trainingprograms
programs
NHTSA on
needsinintraffic
traffic enforcement.
enforcement. The
for police
police officers,
officers, and
and advised NHTSA
on research
research needs
IACP
and administration
administration of the
IACP was
was the
the logical
logical organization
organizationto
toassume
assume the oversight and

growing DRE
DRE Program.
Program. InIn1989,
1989,the
theIACP
IACPassumed
assumedthis
thisoversight,
oversight,and
andbecame
became the
growing
regulating body for
for Drug
Drug Recognition
Recognition Experts.
Experts.
In
Congresspassed
passedthe
theOmnibus
OmnibusDrug
DrugBill.
Bill. This
In 1988, the United States
States Congress

legislation funded a large-scale
large-scale expansion
expansionof
of DRE
DRE training.
training. Due
Due ininlarge
largemeasure
measure to this

bill,law
lawenforcement
enforcementagencies
agencies in
in 34
34 states
states have
of 2002,
2002,
bill,
have adopted
adoptedthe
theDRE
DREprogram.
program. As of
there are
are approximately
approximately 5,400
5,400certified
certified DREs
DREs nationwide,
nationwide, including
including nearly 900 DRE

Inaddition,
addition,DREs
DREsnow
nowserve
serveininCanada,
Canada, Australia,
Australia,Sweden,
Sweden, and Norway.
instructors. In
Norway.
South Africa,
Africa, through
of its
its Council
Council on Scientific
Scientifc and
South
through the auspices
auspices of
and Industrial
IndustrialResearch,
Research,

in the
the near future.
future.
may adopt the DRE Program in
IACP.1
DRE training
training and
and certifcation
certificationrecords
records are
are now
now maintained
maintained by the IACP.1
NHTSA
NHTSAhas
has maintained
maintained its role
role in
in the
the DRE
DRE Program
Program by
by sponsoring
sponsoring curriculum
curriculum update
update
conferences, coordinating
coordinating DRE courses
courses nationwide,
nationwide, developing and
and issuing
issuing training
training
conferences,

materials, and
and generally
generallyproviding
providing administrative support
support of
of the
the DRE
DRE Program.
Program. The DRE

Program
is now
now formally
formally titled
Program is
titled the
the Drug
Drug Evaluation
Evaluation and
and Classifcation
ClassificationProgram
Program (DECP).
(DECP).

seven recognized
recognizeddrug
drug categories
categories and
and drug
drug categorization:
categorization: based
C.
The seven
based on
patterns
patterns of
of signs
signs and symptoms.

IACP also
11 The IACP
also supports
supports aa DRE
DRE Section,
Section,which
whichserves
servesas
as aa resource
resource and

responds
to the
the needs
needsof
ofDREs,
DREs,program
program coordinators,
coordinators, and
and other
other traffic
traffic safety
responds to
professionals. For
For information
informationon
onmembership
membershiprequirements,
requirements, the
the reader
reader should
contact the
the IACP
IACP at
at 1-800-THEIACP.
1-800-THEIACP.
contact
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the LAPD
LAPD (Los
In the early 1980's
1980's the
(Los Angeles
Angeles Police Department) identified
identified aa need
need

to more thoroughly evaluate
those drivers
drivers who
who exhibited
exhibited signed
signed of
of impairment but who
evaluate those
tested
negative or
or below
below the
the legal
legal limit
limit for
tested negative
forthe
thepresence
presence or amount of alcohol.
alcohol. Releasing
Releasing
such persons
personswith
with the
the admonishment
admonishment not
not to
to drive
drive was
was not
not aa good
good option.
option. Consequently,
such
Consequently,

LAPD pioneered
the development
developmentaanew
newtype
typeofof“field
"feld evaluation"
officers of the LAPD
pioneered the
evaluation” of the

driver, which
which culminated
culminated in
inthe
the development
development of
of the
the DRE
DRE program's
program’s seven
seven drug
categorizes. These
categories were
were in
in turn
turn based
basedon
oninformation
information gleaned
gleaned from
from various
categorizes.
These categories

fields of
of medicine
medicine including
including psychiatry,
psychiatry, physiology,
physiology,toxicology,
toxicology,and
andother
otherassociated
associated
fields. InIndeveloping
officers claim that they did not invent new
developingthese
these categories,
categories, these
these officers

knowledge about the
the effects
effects of
of the
the drugs,
drugs,but
butinstead
insteadcollated
collatedinformation
informationfor
for aavariety
variety of
of

sources.
This drug
drug categorization
categorization system
system was
was developed in
in part
part in
in such
such aa way
way as
as to make
officer's field
categorization conducive to the officer’s
fieldinvestigation,
investigation,and
andwas
wasbased
based not
not on
on shared
shared

chemical structures or
or on
on the
the user's
user's subjective
subjective experience,
experience, but
but instead
instead on
on aa shared pattern
of physical
physical manifestations or effects. These
These effects
effects are
are called "signs
“signs and symptoms",
symptoms”, and
form the source material of the DRE identifcation
identificationprogram.
program.The
Theseven
sevencategories
categories are:
are: (1)
CNS Depressants;
PCPs; (5)
Depressants;(2)
(2) CNS
CNS Stimulants;
Stimulants; (3)
(3) Hallucinogens;
Hallucinogens; (4) PCPs;
(5) Narcotic
Analgesics; (6)
(6) Inhalants;
Inhalants; (7)
(7) Cannabis.
Cannabis.

drug category
D.
How the drug
category is determined by a DRE;
DRE; the
the standardized
standardized 1212step drug recognition
recognitionprocess.
process.

In part because
of cost
costto
tothe
thedepartment
departmentinintraining
trainingaaDRE
DREanother
anotherofficer
officerwill
will
because of

usually make
make the
the initial
initial stop.
stop. After
the influence
infuence
Afterconcluding
concluding that
that the
the driver
driver is not under the
still with
offcer making
of alcohol, but still
withthe
the belief
belief that
that the
the driver is impaired, the officer
making the
the stop
stop
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will
willcall
callininaaDRE
DREtotocontinue
continuethe
the investigation.
investigation. InInfact,
fact,some
somedepartments
departments in the United
States, such
suchas
asthe
theLAPD,
LAPD, require
require aaDRE
DRE evaluation
evaluation when
when alcohol
alcohol is ruled out but
States,
impairment is
impairment
is still
stillsuspected.
suspected.

During
During their
their investigation,
investigation, the
the DRE
DRE will
willbe
becalled
calledupon
upon to
to make
make three
three

determinations, (1) that there is impairment, and that the impairment is due to something
other than alcohol; (2)
(2) That
That the
the impairment
impairment isis due
due to
to drugs
drugs rather
rather than a medical
condition, and; (3) What specific
for the driver
specific category
category of
of drugs is responsible
responsible for

impairment. This
Thisinvestigation
investigationisisperformed
performedinintwelve
twelvesteps.
steps.
It is
systematic and
and highly
highly
It
is important
important to
tonote
note that
that the
the entire
entire process
process is systematic
and that
that the
the evaluation
evaluation must be
be completed
completed according to this standardized
standardized, and

protocol using all
until the
all twelve
twelve steps.
steps. The
The DRE
DRE should
should not
not reach
reach his/her opinion until
the entire

evaluation is complete.
complete.
The twelve
twelve steps
steps are:
are:
Step One:
One:
Step Two:
Step Three:
Three:
Step
Step Four:
Step Five:
Five:
and others)
Step Six:
Step Seven:
Seven:
and mouth).
mouth).
Eight:
Step Eight:
Nine:
Step Nine:
Step Ten:
Step Eleven:
Twelve:
Step Twelve:
E.

Breath Test
Interview of Arresting Officer
frst of
Preliminary Examination (includes the first
ofthree
three pulses)
pulses)
Examination of
of the
the Eyes
Eyes
Divided Attention
Divided
AttentionPsycho
Psychophysical
physicalTests
Tests(includes
(includesthe
thethree
three SFSTs
SFSTs
Vital
VitalSigns
Signs Examination
Examination (including
(includingaasecond
second pulse)
pulse)
Dark Room
Room Examinations
Examinations (includes
(includes examinations
examinations of
ofeyes,
eyes, nose
nose

Examination for Muscle Tone
Examination for
for Injection
Injection Site(s)
Site(s) (third
(thirdpulse
pulse is
is taken)
taken)
Suspect's Statements and
and Other
Other Observations
Suspect’s
Opinions of the Evaluator
Toxicology Examination
How DRE's
DRE’s are
are Trained
Trained to
to Present
Present Testimony.

Because
only experienced
experienced offices
offces are
great deal
deal of
of
Because only
are selected for the program, a great

time is not spent
training the
the DRE
DRE in how to testify. ItItisisassumed
spent training
assumed that they already know
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how to do this, and in fact, only
anability
ability to provide
only officers
officers that
that have
have demonstrated
demonstrated an
and convincing
convincing court room testimony
selected. However,
clear and
testimony are
are selected.
However, there
there is a section in

the course
course dealing
dealingwith
with “case
"case preparation
preparationand
andtestimony”.
testimony". During this part of the

officer's training
officer’s
traininginformation
informationisisimparted
impartedrelative
relativetotoboth
bothdirect
directas
as well
wellas
as crosscross-

examination.
Significantly, when
are specifically
specifically trained
Significantly,
when testifying
testifyingabout
aboutthe
the SFSTs,
SFSTs, the DREs are

NOT
terms “pass”
"pass" or
or “fail”
"fail" or
"score" or the number
number of
of
NOT to
to use
use the terms
or to
to refer
refer to
to the
the suspect's
suspect’s “score”
points produced.
produced. DRE's
their testimony
testimony clearly
clearly and
and convincingly
convincingly
DRE’sare
are trained
trained to present
present their

so that
that the
the suspect’s
suspect'simpairment
impairment“speaks
"speaksfor
foritself”.
itself'. DRE's
so
DRE’sare
are also
also trained to keep in
mind that an officer’s
offcer's demeanor
demeanorisisas
as much or more important
important than the content of their
testimony. The
questions (providing
(providing
The1999
1999manual
manualalso
also describes
describes how to answer certain questions

sample answers)
answers)and
andalso
alsoindicates
indicatesspecifically
specifcally“[b]e
"[b]e polite and courteous.
courteous. Do not
sample
become
agitatedas
asaaresult
resultofofquestions
questionsby
bythe
thedefense.
defense.Above
Aboveall,
all,ifif you
you don’t
don't know the
become agitated
question, say
say so.
so. Don’t
Don't guess
or compromise your honesty in any
answer to aa question,
guess at answers
answers or

way”.
way"
Because the
theDRE
DRE is
is essentially
essentially acting
acting as
as and
andisisoffering
offering expert testimony, they are
Because
also trained on resume
resume preparation
preparation and
and maintenance.
maintenance. They are further trained that the

principal
resumeisistotohelp
helpestablish
establishtheir
theirqualifications
qualifcationsfor
for testifying
testifying in
principal purpose
purpose of the resume

court as a DRE.
During
they are
are“key”
"key"
During their
their training,
training,the
theDRE
DREisisadmonished
admonished that
that because
because they
witnesses
for the
the prosecution,
prosecution, the
the defense
defensewill
will “try
"try very
witnesses for
very hard
hard to
to cast
cast doubt on your

testimony".
testimony”. The
Themanual
manualindicates
indicatesthat
that when
when the
the DRE
DRE isis confronted
confronted with
withaadefense
defense

challenge to other possible explanations for
for what
what was
was observed,
observed, they are to respond by
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making itit clear
about drug
drug influence
infuence "are
clear that their conclusions about
“are not simply
simply one
one plausible
interpretation of
facts, but
but the
theonly
only logical
logical interpretation”.
interpretation".
of the
the observed
observed facts,
F.

Attacking the
the DRE's
DRE’s Qualifcations
Qualifications and
and Opinions
Opinions
Attacking

General Requirements
Requirementsfor
for Admission
Admission of
of Expert Testimony: The first requirement
General

for the admission of expert testimony is that itit relate
relate to
to some
some technical or other
and be
bebeyond
beyondthe
thepurview
purview of
of the
the “average”
"average" layperson.
layperson. The
specialized knowledge and

second requirement
requirementisisthat
thatititmeet
meetthe
thethreshold
thresholdofofreliability.
reliability. The
second
The third
third requirement
requirement is
that the proposed
proposed testimony
testimony be relevant. Generally itit is
is the
the second
second requirement that is at

issue in
in the
the drugged
drugged driver
driver trial.
issue

the admissibility
admissibility of novel
Davis/Frye Standard
Standard :: Michigan
Michigan courts
courts evaluate
evaluate the
scientific or
basedon
onthe
the“Davis-Frye”
"Davis-Frye" Test.
Test. This test is derived
derived from
from
scientific
or medical
medical evidence based
the Michigan
Michigan Supreme
of People
People vv Davis,
Davis, 343 Mich
Mich 348
Supreme Court case
case of
348 (1955),
(1955), and
and the
Federal case
caseof
of Frye
Frye vv United States,
293 FF 1013
1013 (DC
(DC Cir 1923).
States, 293
1923).

Under Davisscientific or
Davis- Frye
Frye aa party who
who wishes
wishes to challenge scientific
or medical
medical evidence
evidence

must first establish
thatitit is
is novel.
novel. Craig v Oakwood Hospital, 249
249 Mich
Mich App 534
establish that

(2002). IfIfaaparty
partycannot
cannot meet
meet this initial
initialburden
burden of
ofproof,
proof,then
then aa Davis-Frye
Davis-Frye hearing
hearing is
not required.
required.

On the other hand,
hand, ifif the
the Court
Courtisissatisfied
satisfiedthat
thatthe
the challenged
challenged evidence
evidence is novel,
then an evidentiary hearing is mandatory. The
the burden
burden of
of
The responding
responding party
party then
then bears
bears the
proof
general acceptance
acceptanceininthe
thescientific
scientifc or medical
proof to
to show
show that
that the
the evidence has
has general

issue isisthe
thereliability
reliability of the proffered
community. At
At least
least ostensibly the ultimate issue
evidence. People
People vv Beckley,
Beckley, 434
434 Mich
Mich 691 (1990).
evidence.
(1990).
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A
A factor
factor of
ofsignificance
significancetotobear
bear ininmind,
mind,(and
(andone
one that
that ought
ought to
to always
always be
be raised
raised
with
issues), isis that
thatin
in making
making its determination the Court may
with these
these types of evidence issues),

only consider the testimony of impartial
impartial experts
experts whose livelihoods are not closely
connected with
with the evidence
evidence in
in issue.
issue.Anton
Anton vv State
State Farm
FarmMutual
Mutual Automobile
Automobile Insurance
connected
Insurance

Mich App
Co, 238 Mich
App 673
673 (2000). Also,
Also,Michigan
MichiganCourts
Courtsappear
appear to
to be
be trending toward a

on the
the reliability
reliability of
rather than
thanthe
thereliability
reliability of the principle or
focus on
of the
the methodology rather
technique. Id.

MRE
MRE702:
702: InInAddition
Additiontotothe
theDavis-Frye,
Davis-Frye,Michigan
MichiganCourts
Courtsalso
alsomay
may require
require an
basedon
onMRE
MRE 702,
702, which
which provides: “If
"If the
analysis based
the court
court determines
determines that recognized

scientific, technical,
knowledge will
will assist
the trier
trier of fact to
scientific,
technical, or other specialized knowledge
assist the
understand the
the evidence
evidence or
or to
to determine
determine aa fact
fact in
in issue,
issue, aa witness
witness qualified
qualifed as
as an
an expert

by knowledge, skill,
skill, experience,
education, may
may testify
testify thereto
thereto in
in the
theform
form of
of
experience, training, or education,

an opinion or otherwise".
otherwise”. While
Whilethere
thereisisatatleast
least one
one opinion
opinionthat
thatsuggests
suggests that novel
scientific evidence
evaluated based
basedonly
onlyon
onMRE
MRE 702
702 [[ Nelson
Nelson vv American
scientific
evidence may be evaluated

Sterilizer Co, 223 Mich
MichApp
App485
485(1997)],
(1997)],most
mostpublished
publishedcases
cases suggest
suggest that it is
appropriate for
for the trial courts to use
use both
both standards
standardsininevaluating
evaluating novel
novel scientific
scientific
appropriate
evidence.
evidence.

Under MRE
whether the
the novel
novel scientific
scientifc evidence
MRE 702
702 the
the focus should be whether
evidence relies

proper scientific
scientifc methodology
on proper
methodology and
and principles.
principles. At
Atthe
the evidentiary
evidentiaryhearing,
hearing, make
make the
determine if
if his supporting
expert provide support for his opinion,
opinion, then
then ask the court to determine
independent and
and objective
objective and
and whether
whether or
or not
not the
the principle
principle or technique is
evidence is independent

scientifc and/or
found in recognized
recognized scientific
and/or medical
medical literature.
literature.
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[Like the
[Like
the Daubert
Daubertstandard
standard discussed
discussed below]
below] an
an evidence
evidence challenge
challenge based
based on

MRE
the principle
principle or technique
technique involved
involved or
MRE 702
702 will
willcause
cause the
the Court to consider whether the
challenged is
is “generally
"generally accepted
asreliable
reliablewithin
within the
the relevant
relevant scientific
scientific or medical
challenged
accepted as
community". This
issue of
of how
how “novel”
"novel" the
community”.
Thisstandard
standard makes
makes the issue
the evidence
evidence might
might be
be is
much less
focus so
solong
long as
asaafoundation
foundationfor
for trustworthiness
trustworthiness is
is reached.
reached. If
If such
less aa focus
such a
foundation
foundation is
is presented
presented to the Court, then one may argue that the expert testimony is

admissible no matter how novel.

The Recently
703
Recently Amended
Amended MRE
MRE703:
703:MRE
MRE
703was
wasamended
amendedon
onMarch
March25,
25, 2003,
2003,
changes become
becomeeffective
effective beginning on September 1, 2003. These
and the changes
These changes
changes are

significant, and
have an
animpact
impacton
onthe
theadmissibility
admissibility of
of the
the DRE’s
DRE's opinion.
significant,
and may also have
opinion.

However, the Court
Court first
first determine
determine that
thatthe
thepolice
policeofficer
offcer is providing an “expert”
"expert" rather
than aa “lay”
"lay" opinion.
opinion. The
Therule
ruleprovides:
provides:"The
“Thefacts
factsorordata
dataininthe
theparticular
particularcase
case upon
which
an opinion
opinion or inference may be those
those perceived
perceived by
by or made
made known
known
which an
an expert
expert bases
bases an

to the expert at or before the hearing.
hearing. The
The court
court may require that underlying facts
facts or
or data
data
essential to
to an
an opinion
opinion or inference be
be in
in evidence.”
evidence."
essential

If
thatthe
the“facts”
"facts" upon
upon which
which
If the
the rule
rule applies,
applies, then itit is
is probably
probably safe
safe to assume
assume that
the witnesses
witnesses bases
baseshis
hisopinion
opinion have
have been
beenor
orwill
will be admitted into
into evidence.
evidence. These
These facts

are usually
usually case-specific.
case-specifc. ItItisisfar
are
farless
lessclear
clearthat
thatthe
the "data"
“data”upon
uponwhich
whichhe
hebases
bases his

opinion will
willbe
beadmitted
admitted into
intoevidence.
evidence. Here
Here"data"
“data”refers
refersto
toextrinsic
extrinsicfacts,
facts, experiments
experiments
or authoritative writings.
Michigan Advisory
However, the Michigan
AdvisoryCommittee
CommitteeReport,
Report,August
August2000,
2000,atatpage
page 12
indicates "in
“inthe
the same
same vein,
vein, we
we emphasize
emphasize that the facts or data that must be in evidence
to support an expert opinion
opinion are
are the
the facts
facts or
or data
data `in
‘in the
the particular
particularcase,'
case,’as
asthe
the rule
rulestates.
states.
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As is perhaps obvious, the rule is not intended to require independent
independent proof
proof of the
literature, studies, experiments, etc. that
that qualify
qualify aa witness as an
an expert
expert in
in the
the first
first
instance".
instance”.

Daubert/Kumho Tire
The Daubert/Kumho
TireStandard
Standard :: Two
Twocases
cases that were decided in the 1990's by
the United
United States
Supreme Court
Court have
have had
had aasignificant
significant impact on the rules of evidence
States Supreme
as they
they apply to expert testimony,
Level. These
as
testimony, at
at least
least at the Federal Level.
Thesecases
cases are Daubert

v. Merrill
and Kumho
Kumho Tire Co., Ltd. v.
MerrillDow
DowPharmaceuticals,
Pharmaceuticals, Inc.,
Inc., 509
509 U.S.
U.S. 579 (1993) and
Carmichael, 526 U.S. 137 (1999).
(1999).

In following
"gatekeepers" of
of
followingDaubert
Dauberttrial
trialjudges
judgesare
are required
required to
to become
become “gatekeepers”
scientific evidence
whether expert
expert testimony
testimony will
will assist
scientific
evidence and to decide whether
assist the trier of
of fact,
fact, as
as

well
the proffered
proffered testimony amounts
amountsto
toscientific
scientific knowledge.
knowledge. In
well as
as whether the
In other
other words,
words,
Daubert addresses
boththe
thefoundational
foundational requirements
requirementsof
of relevance
relevanceand
andreliability.
reliability.
addresses both

Daubert requires
requires trial
trial judges
judges to
to apply
applyaanon-definitive
non-definitive “checklist”
"checklist" in
in reaching
reaching

their determinations.
set forth
forth in Daubert
Daubert include
include the
the following:
following: (a)
determinations. The
The factors set
(a) Whether
the proposition
proposition is
is testable;
testable; (b)
(b) Whether
Whether the
the proposition
proposition has
has in
in fact
fact been
been tested; c) Whether
the proposition
proposition has
been subjected
subjectedto
to peer
peerreview
review and
andpublication;
publication; (d) Whether the
has been
methodology
known or potential
methodology or
or technique
technique has
has aa known
potential error
error rate;
rate; (e)
(e) Whether
Whether there
there are

standards for
for using
using the
the technique,
technique, and;
and;(f)
(f) Whether
Whether the
the methodology
methodology is generally
standards
excepted.
excepted.

In Kumho
the admissibility
admissibility of expert testimony
Kumho Tire,
Tire, the
the Supreme
Supreme Court held that the
that is based
on technical
technical or specialized knowledge
based on
knowledge should
should also
also be
be subjected to the

set forth
forth in Daubert. The
analysis set
The Court
Court also
also reaffirmed
reaffirmedthat
that the
the Daubert
Daubert factors
factors are
are not
restrictive,
basis. Kumho
restrictive, but
but rather
rather are
are flexible
flexibleand
and are
are to
to be
be applied
applied on
on aa case-by-case
case-by-case basis.
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had aasignificant
significant impact on so-called
so-called “soft
"soft science”
science" including,
including, among
Tire has had
among other
things, DREs.
DREs.

is is
ananexcerpt
The Efect
EffectofofDaubert:
Daubert:The
Thefollowing
following
excerptfrom
fromthe
theexcellent
excellentresource
resource
Medical-Legal
Medical-Legal Aspects
Aspects of Alcohol,
Alcohol,Fourth
Fourth Edition
Edition(2003):
(2003):"Because
“Because of
ofthe
the substantial
substantial
longevity of
which announced
longevity
ofthe
theFrye
Frye"general
“generalacceptance"
acceptance”standard,
standard, The
The Daubert
Daubert case,
case, which
announced

clean break
breakwith
with the
the Frye
Frye tradition,
tradition, quickly
quickly became
anoft-cited
of-cited decision
a clean
became an
decision of
of great
great

significance in the legal field.
field. But
to view
view
Butscientist
scientistand
andattorneys
attorneys must
must take caution not to
Daubert for more than it means.
nations's highest tribunal
means. While
While aa pronouncement
pronouncement of the nations’s
must necessarily be
be studied
studied and
andreckoned
reckonedwith,
with, Daubert
Daubert deals
dealsstrictly
strictly with
with the
the Federal
Federal

Rules of Evidence, and
and their
their affect
affect on Frye.
Frye. As
Court's opinion is
As such,
such, the Supreme
Supreme Court’s

determinative and binding only
only insofar
insofar as
as itit pertains
pertains to admissibility
admissibilitystandards
standards in the
system. The
Rules of
of
federal court system.
The individual
individualstates
states are
are not bound by the Federal Rules
Evidence. Consequently,
directly resolve,
Consequently, the
the Supreme Court opinion does
does not directly
resolve, or even

address,the
theadmissibility
admissibility of
of scientific
scientifc evidence
courts. Individual
address,
evidence in state courts.
Individualstates
states may
different criteria
the discretion
discretion to
to reject
reject the
the Daubert
Daubertrational
rationalin
in favor
favor of
of
employ different
criteria and
and have the

continuing their own alternative evidentiary tests.
tests. A
A relevant
relevant factor in
in this
this consideration
consideration
will
willlikely
likelybebewhether,
whether,and
andtotowhat
whatdegree,
degree,the
the state
state jurisdiction
jurisdictionhad
had elected
elected to
to adopt
adopt the
provisions
provisions of
of the
the Federal
Federal Rules of
of Evidence
Evidence as
as its own
own rules
rules of
of evidence.
evidence.
Predictably,
come to
to varied
Predictably, state
state courts which
which have
have considered
considered the issue have come

basedupon
uponthese
thesejurisdictions’
jurisdictions' historical
historical treatment
treatment of
of the admission
admission of
of
conclusions based

Montana, New
New Mexico,
expert testimony. For
For example,
example, Iowa,
Iowa, Louisiana,
Louisiana, Massachusetts,
Massachusetts, Montana,
Vermont and
Oklahoma, South Dakota, Texas, Vermont
and West Virginia
Virginiahave
haveaccepted
accepted Daubert
Daubert as
as

their own test
of admissibility. In
test of
Incontrast
contrast California,
California, Florida,
Florida,Nebraska,
Nebraska, New York and
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Utah have elected
elected to
to adhere
adheretotothe
theFrye
Fryetest
testnotwithstanding
notwithstandingDaubert.
Daubert. Court
Court opinions
opinions in
the state
state of
of Washington
Washington suggest
suggestthe
thepotential
potentialfor
for two
two standards
standardsof
ofadmissibility,
admissibility, one for

civil cases
and one
onefor
for criminal
criminal cases.
cases. Still other jurisdictions,
civil
cases and
jurisdictions, to
to the
the extent that only an
issue, merely iterate the fundamental
intermediate appellate court
court has
has considered this issue,

truth that their
of evidentiary admissibly
anduntil
until their
their current
current standard
standard of
admissibly continues unless
unless and
state Supreme
SupremeCourts
Courtsexpressly
expresslydetermine
determinewhat,
what,ifif any, impact Daubert should have in
state

those
jurisdictions. As
those jurisdictions.
As this
this disparity
disparity in
injudicial
judicialtreatment
treatmentmakes
makes evident, while an
understanding
of the
the principles
principles of Daubert is important, ififfor
understanding of
forno
noother
otherreason
reason that the
manner
in which the Supreme
Court's opinion has rapidly permeated
this country’s
country's
manner in
Supreme Court’s
permeated this

jurisprudence,
jurisprudence, the only judicial
judicial body
body with
withthe
theauthority
authoritytotodetermine
determine whether
whether Daubert
Daubert is
binding
appellate court
court of
of that
that jurisdiction.
jurisdiction. Id.
binding in
in aa particular
particular state
state is the highest appellate
Id. at
at 342,
342,
343.
343.

G. Preparing
Preparing for
forthe
the "Drugged
“Drugged Driver"
Driver”Trial
Trial
As with
with all
alltrial
trialwork,
work,thorough
thoroughpreparation
preparationisisessential.
essential. Because
Because of
of the
the subject
subject

matter, this preparation will
willnecessarily
necessarilyinclude
includelearning
learningas
asmuch
muchas
as possible
possible about
about the
drugs at
at issue,
issue,including
including how those
drugs are
areabsorbed,
absorbed,distributed
distributedand
andeliminated.
eliminated. Also,
those drugs

how those drugs
drugs were
were analyzed,
analyzed,in
inother
otherwords,
words,by
bywhat
what testing
testingprotocol.
protocol. Usually
Usually blood
is drawn and tested
tested using
using gas
gaschromatography/mass
chromatography/massspectrometry,
spectrometry,so
soititwill
will be important

to understand these
thesetesting
testingmethods.
methods. Finally,
Finally, what
what factors
factors observed
observed in
in your
yourcase
case lead to

the DRE’s
DRE's opinion.
In addition
addition to
tounderstanding
understanding the
the science,
science, the lawyer
lawyer must
must also
also have a thorough

understanding
of the
the training
training and
and background
backgroundof
ofthe
theDRE.
DRE. Prior testimony of the DRE
understanding of
can be
be very
very helpful
helpful in this regard, and
and should
should be
beobtained
obtainedwhenever
wheneverpossible.
possible.ItIt will
will also
can
also
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be helpful to
and if
if feasible, to
to obtain,
obtain, review
review and
and understand
understand the DRE Student Manual, and

training course.
course.
take a DRE training
Trial preparation
understanding of
of the
the rules
rules of
of
Trial
preparation should also include a thorough understanding
the applicable
applicable case
case law,
law, and
and to
to understand
understand how
how they
they may apply to the
evidence, and the

admissibility of
admissibility
ofthe
the proffered
profferedevidence.
evidence.
Finally, because
(to this writer’s
writer's knowledge)
Finally,
because (to
knowledge) there
there are
are currently no DREs
employed in the State
of Michigan,
Michigan, and
law directly
directly on
State of
and therefore,
therefore, no case
case law
on point,
point, defense
defense

counsel should
should challenge
challenge the
the admissibility
admissibility of
counsel
of the
the DRE's
DRE’sconclusions
conclusionsininevery
everycase.
case.

Obviously gaining
large volume
volume of
of
Obviously
gaining an
an at least working understanding of such
such aa large
information
effort, but
informationand
and material
material takes
takes aa great deal of time and effort,
but doing
doing so
so is
is essential
essential to

fulfill counsel's
fulfill
counsel’sethical
ethicalduty
dutyofofzealous
zealousadvocacy.
advocacy.

